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Want to keep four out
of five PG13 movies from
pushing tobacco at kids?
Rate them R instead.
I

T’S GOTTEN WORSE :

From July through
October 2002, 92%
of top-grossing PG13
films in theaters
featured smoking.
To protect kids from
tobacco addiction, the
World Health Organization, the American
Medical Association,
the L.A. County Dept.
of Health Services and
others now say tobacco
use in the movies
should be rated R.

That should make it easier
for the U.S. film industry
to start acting responsibly.
Bottom line? Big
Tobacco kills 450,000
Americans every year —
and addicts a million
new smokers, most of
them under eighteen.
Rating smoking movies
R would:

D Let parents make

informed decisions about
their kids’ exposure.

D Encourage the studios’

DIE ANOTHER DAY (MGM/UA), CHICAGO (Miramax), and THE
EMPEROR’S CLUB (Fine Line) are just three recent smoking movies rated
PG13. The smoking is meant to be noticed or it wouldn’t be there. The
movies are meant to be seen by young teens or they wouldn’t be PG13.
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D Preserve the creative

freedom to include smoking in any film project.

D Conform to the MPAA’s policy on

“strong language” which, like smoking, is legal but subject to an R rating.

D Exempt movies which accurately

portray an historical character or make
clear the dire consequences of tobacco
use. Older films would not be re-rated.
Along with the R rating, health
authorities from California to New York
and Geneva also support other reasonable measures: strong anti-smoking
spots before a smoking film; closing
credits attesting that nobody associated
with the film received anything of value
from Big Tobacco; no more brand identification.
The idea isn’t to keep kids out of
more movies. It’s to keep smoking out
of more movies kids see.
But Hollywood is smart enough to
work that out for itself.

See what’s showing at SmokeFreeMovies.ucsf.edu
Smoke Free Movies aims to sharply reduce the film industry’s usefulness to Big Tobacco’s domestic and global marketing — a leading cause of disability
and premature death. This initiative by Stanton Glantz, PhD (coauthor of The Cigarette Papers and Tobacco War) of the UCSF School of Medicine is
supported by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund. To learn how you can help, visit our website or write to us:
Smoke Free Movies, UCSF School of Medicine, Box 1390, San Francisco, CA 94143-1390.

